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individuals and it is to these poets whom I feel I owe my greatest debt of
gratitude. Many of them have long since died, but they are remembered
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Dr Lintje Pellu, in Kupang, who travelled to Termanu and saw that it was
recited at his funeral.
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over the past 50 years. During my first fieldwork, Stefanus Adulanu and
Stefanus Amalo—the two master poets in the domain of Termanu at
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I also recorded material from Hendrik Muskanan and obtained various
recitations from Daniel Ndun from Talae, as I did from N. D. Pah and
Samuel Ndun in Thie.
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Ndun from Korbaffo; Lief Keluanan and Yeri Fanggidae from Termanu;
Chornelis Tuy from Keka; G. A. Foeh, Benjamin Sah and Alex Koan
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Figure 1: Rote Location Map
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